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The$following$sec.on$includes$excerpts$(revised$and$edited)$from$the$book
“Inside(A(Cu,er’s(Mind:(Understanding(And(Helping(Those(Who(Self>Injure”

by$Jerusha$Clark$with$Dr.$Earl$Henslin$(ISBNG13:$978G1G60006G054G0)

Let's begin by looking at what modern-day self-injury looks like, and historical and cultural 
factors that have played a role in the spread of self-inflicted violence. 

What is SELF-INJURY?
The act of intentionally wounding oneself goes by many names: self-injury, self-harm, self-
inflicted violence, and mutilation are common terms. Descriptions such as cutting, burning, 
slashing, or scorching reveal specific methods people used.

We understand self-injury best when we say: “Self-harm is an act of violence 
inflicted by and against the self”.

For some people, self-afflicted violence can become a serious medical condition. The 
majority of sufferers  cut or burn because they seek relief from seemingly uncontrollable 
pain or deadening numbness.

Scars and physical damage are certainly results of self-injury, but mutilation is  usually not 
the primary aim. 

The self-injurer’s world.

• Cutting,
• Burning,
• Interfering with the healing of wounds,
• Hitting, bruising,
• Biting (including injurious nail biting),
• Harmful scratching or licking of the skin,
• Pulling or plucking hair to an excessive 

degree,
• Intentionally breaking one’s bones,
• Purposefully avoiding medical care for 

serious injuries.

People who self-harm may inflict only 
superficial damage on their skin. Their wounds may require 
simple cleaning and time to heal. Other injuries break the skin, causing minor to moderate 
bleeding. And others require extensive medical repair, including stitches, bone-setting, or 
surgery. Permanent damage — scars, bald spots, or improperly healed bones — can 
result from extreme forms of self-injury.
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Sufferers often experiment with various types of self-harm before finding a “preferred 
method”. Cutting and burning are by far the most commonly encountered forms of self-
injury, but hitting, biting, and scratching are also prevalent among self-harmers.

The shameful, secretive nature of self-inflicted violence; the elaborate excuses, 
justifications, and even denial of people who harm themselves;  make it particularly difficult 
to confirm exactly what percentage of the population currently self-injures.

There are no formulas for healing, especially the deep, whole-body healing that self-
wounding necessitates. There are, however, some important clues for understanding why 
people start self-injuring and how we can help them stop.

In the BEGINNING.
If self-inflicted violence begins with very human, common feelings of sadness, anger, loss 
of control, and rejection, why doesn't everyone do it? Aside from the obvious  answer that 
most of us are afraid of and actively avoid pain, there are other explanations for why some 
people start self-injuring while others don't. 

Media and social contamination often play roles in a person's  experimentation with self-
inflicted violence, 

An overwhelming number of individuals cannot remember how they learned of SIV, and 
they state that their self-injurious behaviours 'just happened.’

Over and over, self-harmers chronicled feeling anger, anxiety, or sorrow so deep that it 
seemed the world was unraveling around them. In the midst of this  chaos, a thought 
"popped" into their mind: You can cut [or burn or break] this out of you. Or, even more 
insidiously, You must cut [or burn or break] yourself until the pain goes away. 

One self-injurer describes the desire to cut as being like the longing for sleep after a tiring 
day 

Dealing with both the spiritual and emotional areas.

It may seem instinctive to assume that these thoughts always  indicate spiritual oppression. 
Certainly the Enemy plays  a major role in the introduction of destructive ideas. But jumping 
to the conclusion that the problem is primarily or only spiritual in nature can actually hinder 
the healing of a self-harmer who needs to confront any physical imbalances that should be 
corrected, as well as past experiences that may have caused him or her to fuse self-
nurturing and self-wounding impulses. 

Despite their good intentions, people who counsel self-injurers  to pray their problems away 
and read the Bible more are those who assume every self-harmer needs a demon 
exorcised do no service to understanding the complex nature of self-injury. 

On the other hand, those who claim that self-injury has  nothing to do with the spirit and 
rely strictly on techniques for self-improvement, often find that the complex and flawed 
nature of humanity cannot provide an anchor of hope strong enough to endure. Systems 
of self-improvement can accomplish  things, but never answer  the questions of suffering. 
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Again, encouraging self-harmers to address all aspects of healing is the only path 
toward full recovery. 

Another group of self-harmers don't consciously decide to self-injure; rather, they stumble 
upon self-inflicted violence "by accident." 

''Accidental'' self-harmers often report that their self-inflicted violence happened 
"automatically." A young man, whose anger at the world eventually turned inward, offers 
this  information: “The burn didn't even hurt. It felt clean and pure. And I was instantly 
calmer. Burning felt like opening a safety valve for my pain”.

When humans unexpectedly discover that something relieves tension or pain, they will 
likely return to the method again. 

Excessive exercising a self-harming 

exercise.

I also experienced this accidental discovery of 
self-injury when I "stumbled" on to excessive 
exercise as a teenager. When I started running, I 
couldn't believe how much the fabled "runner's 
high" did for my flagging spirits or pent-up anger. 
Unfor tunate ly, combin ing increas ing ly 
disordered eating habits with my obsessive, 
perfectionistic personality; I began to depend on 
the endorphins  released during intense 

exercise. Even when I risked knee trouble and 
severe shin splints, I continued in a self-harming pattern of exercise. It took time to undo 
the pattern that I had discovered unintentionally. 

Those who "learn" self-injury.

When people observe a behaviour that seems satisfying and rewarding for others, they 
often replicate the act. Scientists call this observational learning. 

While teenagers may act aloof or obsessively secretive around adults, they often play a 
whole different ball game among their peers, many self-harming teens "educate" each 
other — in gory detail — about how their self-injurious practices work. 

Teenagers living in emotionally impoverished environments may receive special attention 
(albeit usually negative in nature) because of their engagement in self-harm. Sadly, this 
reinforces self-wounding behaviour. Their logic seems to be this: If people are ignored or 
treated derisively until they inflict violence on themselves, why wouldn't they continue to 
inflict harm in hopes of receiving more attention? 
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HOW do people INJURE themselves?
Virtually anything can be used as a tool to inflict harm on the body. 

You simply cannot remove every "unsafe" article from a person's  life. A discarded tin can, 
an eraser, or the clasp of a watch can become tools for self-inflicted violence. 

Self-injurers can be incredibly creative and persistent, using whatever they can until they 
find relief. And while some are impulsive, many plan out elaborate rituals to inflict violence 
on themselves.

Self-harmers often wound themselves in the same places and at certain times of the day 
(for instance, in the bathroom, while showering before bed). Patterns like these do not 
develop by accident.

Tattoos and piercing.

In general, the motives behind body modification determine where an individual's tattooing 
or piercing falls on that continuum. For people who pursue multiple tattoos or piercings 
because they feel "high" when the needle pricks their skin, the behaviour is closer to self-
harm than it is for those who see them as a relatively "safe" (meaning unmotivated by the 
narcotic effect of the process itself) means of artistic expression. 

It’s not that much different from what you may do.

People who self-harm are not psycho, deranged, or weird. They certainly are not "freaks”. 
Like all of us, self-injurers are trying to make sense of a pain-ridden, broken existence. 

Those who choose self-inflicted violence as a means of controlling and finding relief 
from unmanageable sadness or anguish, are not crazy. 

What words CANNOT EXPLAIN.
Many of us know people who abuse alcohol, drowning their sorrows in a fifth of scotch. We 
ache watching friends overeat or under eat, vomit, or exercise obsessively in an effort to 
avoid emotional pain. 

The feelings  that drive us  to faulty — and often sinful - coping mechanisms are common to 
all people. Fear, anger, confusion, overwhelming memories or circumstances, 
abandonment, rejection, loss  of control or the fear of it, failed trust, and broken 
relationships plague every single one of us at one time or other.  How will we cope? 

Every human starts life needy and ill equipped to face the onslaught of pain that living on 
earth entails. We all learn coping mechanisms.

We all have experienced feelings that threaten to overwhelm us. This is true: The self-
injurer you love is more like you than you may imagine. You both fear. You both have felt 
hopeless. You both have found some way to face life. 
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And whether a person: 

• Heads to the gym or the casino; 
• Seeks relief in food, drugs, or drink; 
• Works overtime; 
• Shops the time away; 
• Or cuts his or her own skin, 

Any method of dealing with pain can become dangerously harmful. I don't know IF your 
coping mechanism is healthy and holy. But I know that everyone of us has been and is 
continually tempted to protect the self, escape pain, and numb ourselves to that which 
could destroy us. 

Understanding the above, you can now begin to feel genuine compassion for those who 
feel pain, just as we all do, who need hope, just as we all do, and who use broken means 
to find relief, 

Exploring what we’ve been HINTING AT.

Self-harm is not a failed suicide attempt. 

Remember, self-injury can be described as  a form of self-help and a wounding embrace. 
People who engage in self-inflicted violence are usually not trying to end their lives; 
instead, they are attempting to find temporary relief from their pain. Instead, a common 
refrain among self-harmers is, "I felt I'd die if I didn't cut”. 

Self-inflicted violence, rather than a suicide attempt, is often a last-ditch effort to 
grab hold of life, however painful that life may be. 

Self-wounders also view their actions as a way to "reset" their life, to take it down to a 
baseline from which they can rebuild a better, safer self. Most self-harmers don't want to 
kill themselves but something in themselves — pain, fear, anger, feelings of 
worthlessness, and so on. 

Self-injury is not a "girl's problem”. 

The proportion of men and women who engage in self-inflicted violence is roughly equal. 
Men and women do, however, seem to deal with their self-injurious tendencies in different 
ways. Men tend to seek psychiatric or psychotherapeutic care less  often than women do. 
In addition, men sometimes minimize or rationalize away mental health conditions.

But men also tend toward outward displays of violence and others-focused harm. That is 
why men with mental instabilities often end up in prisons, while chemically 
imbalanced women more frequently show up in psychiatric institutions. 
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Self-injury is not a "teenage problem" that people simply outgrow. 

Self-injury, whether infrequent or obsessively repetitive, is  not a problem to dismiss as 
adolescent nonsense that will go away with time. Individuals from every race and nation 
suffer in silent self-hate. People in high-profile positions  — professors, lawyers, engineers, 
even doctors  and therapists — use self-inflicted violence to numb, or escape pain. Some 
are perfectionists; others are incredibly depressed. 

Physical pain is not the point of self-injury. 

Self-harmers usually do not enjoy the physical pain they feel.  "It's never about liking pain. 
If I liked pain, then it wouldn't help. I hate it. That's  why it helps … I feel terrible. I have to 
make my feelings go away. I [just] use very bitter medicine to make them go away”.

Some self-injurers describe hurting themselves  as an out-of-body experience, where 
someone else wields  the blade and feels the pain. For them, any pain that comes is  a path 
to peace, not only bearable but often emotionally pleasurable. 

Self-harmers want to be the ones to decide when and how they get hurt. They want to  
savor the physical and emotional benefits of the act. 

The TIP of an ICEBERG.
Self-injury is  symptomatic of a deeper emotional, spiritual, and often physical problem. 
Cutting or burning are behaviours that form the tip of an iceberg, an iceberg that goes 
deep within a person's heart and soul. 
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If we truly desire to come alongside someone who self-harms, we must see beyond the 
symptoms, beyond the shocking and often frightening actions. We must see a person, not 
a disorder. 

WHY do you DO IT?
• "It works”

One of the most rudimentary, but also prevailing and powerful                  reasons people 
self-wound is because it works. 

Self-inflicted violence is  an incredibly powerful, effective, and intoxicatingly immediate way 
to relieve tension. Physical pain, the visual stimulation of blood or burns, and the relief that 
comes efficiently distract people from emotions or circumstances they do not want to — or 
feel they cannot — face. 

It takes only a moment to hurt yourself. For many, relief instantaneously floods the mind 
and body. Self-injury, quite simply, gets the job done. 

• "I need a way to 'release' pain" 

For most of us, tears  or rage (not blood or burns) are the body's  language for pain. Crying 
serves both physiological and psychological functions, effectively releasing sorrow. 
Lashing out in anger, while typically an unhealthier means of release than crying, also acts 
as a physical and emotional outlet for grief. 

But self-harmers on the whole "are either too numb to cry or find tears woefully inadequate 
to express and release the overwhelming, pent-up emotions they feel"!

• "I couldn't handle it all” 

The stresses of unemployment, chronic illness, or physical impairment can cause a role 
reversal1 that makes children susceptible to a number of unhealthy behaviours, including 
self-injury. 

Captives

Absent or emotionally unavailable caregivers, as well as family members who deliberately 
hurt each other, can also trigger feelings  of continuous endangerment and profound 
vulnerability. 

Raised in homes like these, children often struggle to survive, and they receive the 
message that they must look out for themselves. 
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Tragically, abused and neglected children, especially those of alcoholics or mentally 
disturbed parents, often find themselves "in charge" of maintaining the physical and 
emotional stability of the family. Not only do they lack the psychological maturity to face the 
challenges in their home, but they also have been taught few or no skills  to do even the 
things they should be able to do at their age. 

When parents intentionally harm or ignore their children, or when emotional dysfunctions 
make parents ill-prepared to support their families, children learn to see their needs as less 
than those of the abusive or neglectful parents. 

These children cut off and then lock away their true selves — their need for love and 
understanding, along with the angry and resentful feelings they have — in an inner 
prison2. 

People who feel like they don't have or never had a childhood may self-injure out of the 
pressure and confusion of role reversal/substitute mate. The bottom line is  that children 
need their parents to be parents. 

Self-injurers sometimes say that they cut to feel "alive" or "real". 

Self-inflicted violence involves strong physical stimuli, and hurting people sometimes think 
they need such tactile responses of the body in order to feel alive. Others literally believe 
they need the visual stimulus of watching their blood flow or their flesh burn to stay 
connected to reality. 

Self-injurers often speak of alienation and isolation plaguing them. Whether alienated from 
family, other nurturing adults, or peers, men and women sometimes use self-inflicted 
violence in an effort to hold feelings of isolation at bay. 

After a divorce, children and spouses often feel abandoned, outraged, and angry at 
everyone and anyone for letting them down. Many children stop looking to their parents as 
moral authorities. Furiously wounded, they may — through self-wounding behaviour — 
scream, "How dare you tell me what to do when you've screwed everything up?" 

Some self-injurers  watch their parents and learn only distorted things  about relationships. 
The strongest messages are that nobody really loves anybody, you'd better take what you 
can get, and love doesn't last forever. 

As family members and friends recognize the ways in which separation from loved ones or 
from peers affects self-injurers, self-inflicted violence may become less of a "necessary" 
coping method. Communication, family togetherness, and the development of an 
individual's unique place in a community can begin to replace the isolating emotions that 
often lead to self-injury. 
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• “Can’t say it any other way”

Many young women today regard their bodies as  message boards. Men and women who 
self-injure often see their bodies as their only message board, their best method of 
communication. Self-inflicted violence makes audible their silent shrieks within. 

• "Self-injury makes my invisible pain visible" 

People who inflict wounds on the body often speak of needing their inner pain to "show on 
the outside". In this way, self-harm certainly acts as a potent form of communication, but 
tragically, its messages often are misinterpreted. 

Self-inflicted violence communicates pain but in an extraordinarily indirect fashion. In the 
worst scenarios, a cry for help is misunderstood as a manipulative act. 

People may actually avoid a self-injurer, frustrated because they have misinterpreted his  or 
her signs. Yet most self-wounders don't intend to manipulate but to authentically 
communicate. 

Self-injurious messages often run along these lines: 

• I need help. 
• I don't know what else to do. 
• I feel lost and alone. 
• I would like someone to help care for me. 

The difference between "attention-needing" and "attention-seeking" .

Self-injurers rarely use their self-destructive behaviour simply to get attention; instead, they 
are indicating a desperate need for it.
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A suicide threat is always serious, but coming from a person who evidences no other self-
destructive practices, it may communicate the need for boundaries rather than your frantic 
attention. On the other hand, if your loved one has adopted a self-injurious practice, it's 
likely a sign that your attention, or the attention of someone else he or she loves, is 
desperately needed. As with many life issues, navigating situations like this  requires 
discernment and patience. 

If someone you love appears to be using self-inflicted violence as a means of 
communication, try using open-ended, nonthreatening questions to explore together what 
his or her self-harm really means. 

Asking a self-injurer to journal about or even start verbalizing the answers to questions 
such as these may be helpful: 

• "If your wounds could speak, what would they say?" 
• "Is there someone in particular your hurts would communicate with?"  
• "How would you like the messages you're sending to be received?" 

Both you and the self-injurer, however, can actively work against the forces of 
misunderstanding that often perpetuate destructive behaviours. 

• "I need to control something" 

Self-inflicted violence often starts during adolescence, which is a time of radical change 
and turmoil. As  teenagers strive to assert their independence, cope with their developing 
bodies, and redefine their relationships as young adults, they often feel the need to control 
and bring stability to any area of life that they can. 

Many self-harmers find themselves in a world that not only feels harsh and confusing but 
actually is extraordinarily antagonistic. For the abused, for the deeply anxious or 
depressed, for the child who loses a parent to death or alcoholism, the need for control 
increases dramatically during adolescence. 

Even for seemingly "well-adjusted" teens, insecure peer relationships and academic or 
spiritual pressure may spark the use of extreme coping mechanisms such as self-inflicted 
violence. 

And though the onset of self-injury usually comes during the turbulent adolescent years, it 
often peaks during the early to mid twenties, as people navigate college/university and the 
launch of a career, adolescent-like self-doubt and conflict reassert themselves. In our 
twenties, we confront a host of unfamiliar responsibilities. During this time, those who have 
used self-inflicted violence in the past, as well as those who discovered it recently, may 
self-harm to manage insecurity, pain, and tension. 

Self-wounders, like all of us, prefer to be in control of their pain and their numbness. 
Tragically, they choose a maladaptive means of attaining temporary control. 
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• "I had to quiet my racing thoughts" 

Self-inflicted violence may also be used to relieve the tension of uncontrollable, unruly 
thoughts. 

Typical thoughts that plague self-injurers may sound like these: 

• I'm a complete idiot! I'm such a disgrace! 
• How stupid can I be? 
• What a screw-up I am! 
• I am so ugly. 
• I can't believe how fat I am. 
• My life sucks ... 
• And you know what? It's never going to get better. 
• Nobody loves me. I must be unlovable. 

We've all experienced the power of an obsessive thought. When a terribly oppressive 
feeling (like wondering if that lump means cancer) overcomes us, we've all seen how 
space in our mind for other thoughts shrinks considerably. 

Self-harmers substitute thoughts about hurting themselves — and then add the act of self-
inflicted violence itself — to deflect negative thought patterns. 

Physical sensations and behaviours 

can alter our state of consciousness. 

If you inadvertently cut yourself, thoughts about 
your failed business meeting or class project 
probably fade, at least for a moment. Some self-
injurers repeatedly create this  kind of physical 
"crisis" to control intrusive, pessimistic thoughts. 

•"I wanted to prove I really am hurting" 

Many self-harmers doubt their ability to evaluate 
their own emotions. Other self-injurers wound 

themselves not to display their emotional turmoil but rather to show they are immune to 
pain. Some self-harmers claim that it's "brave," even "cool," to endure pain.

• "It purified me" 

For those who view themselves  as  "bad" or "damaged", as well as for perfectionists who 
feel the need to punish themselves after every mistake, self-injury provides a way to prove 
they are sorry for anything they have done wrong. 
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They may also feel that they "deserve" punishment.  The most effective and potent way 
they know to do this is by deliberately hurting themselves. 

• "It gave me an excuse to take care of myself" 

Self-wounders often report that they never learned to nurture, look after, or love 
themselves. A cut or a burn is far easier to treat than a psychological or emotional injury. A 
careful cleansing ritual, a gently applied ointment and bandage often serve a dual 
purpose: to meet the physical need presented by a fresh wound, as well as to postpone 
the pressing need to confront amorphous internal pain. Ironically, self-injury can be used to 
both punish and nurture the self. 

• "For me, love means pain" 

Self-inflicted violence may also provide a way for the formerly abused to re-enact pain 
from their childhood. They can even use the very same tool that was used to hurt them, as 
a cutting tool — e.g., a belt.

Self-inflicted violence embraces pain and even re-enacts  it because it feels right and (as 
ironic as this seems to us), safe. 

Conversely, re-enacting abuse allows some self-injurers to control the outcome, to reverse 
the love-equals-pain equation. When self-harmers choose to mete out "manageable" 
doses of pain, they often do so to redefine a situation in which they initially had little, if any, 
control. 

Finally, some  victims of abuse self-injure during physically altered states caused by 
dissociation, flashbacks, and post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Can people get BETTER?
Recovery does not correlate so much with the severity or frequency of self-injurious acts 
as it does with the presence of ongoing support, vigorous and committed pursuit of care, 
and a willingness to look at one's self, family, and coping mechanisms openly and 
honestly. 

You can help provide the consistent supportive network of love that self-injurers need 
during recovery. You can help them rigorously pursue therapy, medical attention, and self-
exploration. And you can model for them honest self-evaluation and healthy coping 
methods. 

Rarely a LONE RANGER 
Self-injury does not often "travel" alone. Many self-injurers battle one or several 
accompanying problems while fighting self-injurious impulses. These often include one or 
more of the following: 
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• Depression or other mood disorders.
• Low self-esteem.
• Eating disorders.
• Parent/child conflict.
• Manipulation and/or habitual lying.
• Oppositional defiance.
• Aggressive behaviour.
• Suicidal thoughts.
• A history of sexual abuse or present unhealthy sexual expression (including 

addiction to pornography or masturbation).
• Post-traumatic stress disorder.
• Dissociation.
• Addiction or addictive tendencies.

(1) Depression.

More than two-thirds of people suffering from 
depression never seek treatment. Those who 
use self-injury in an attempt to cope with 
depression do so either to lessen depressing 
feelings or, conversely, to be able to feel 
anything at all. 

Through the lens of deep despair, some 
depressed self-harmers look at the world and 
think, “I am alone. No one can help me. No one 
cares about me”. Worse still, people stand against me. They not only avoid helping me; 
they try to make my life even more miserable than it is.

It's essential to remember, however, that depression is  not a strictly emotional condition. It 
affects the entire body by infecting the brain. Both the thought processes 3 and systemic 
functioning of depressed individuals are affected. 

Common symptoms of depression include interruption in sleep, appetite, and 
sexual cycles, and self-injurious tendencies. 

Depression also causes and can be caused by disturbances in the brain. Our ability to 
experience and participate in the world around us is  made possible by the pulses of 
complex electrochemical activity. And just as  a heart can fail to pump properly or a lung 
can collapse and make breathing impossible, so a brain can temporarily — or over a long 
period — cease to function properly, impairing a person's ability to think clearly and 
normally. 
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As neurotransmitters malfunction and synapses misfire, the body receives mixed or 
distorted messages from the brain. A person's world can be plunged into bleak 
nothingness, somewhat like a television with bad reception. 

And, like any of the other parts of the body, the brain may fail arbitrarily. In order to best 
understand depression (and self-injury, for that matter), we must view it not as an absolute 
quantity but as a matter of degree. Mood disorders exist on a continuum. 

At one extreme, we find those people with biochemical imbalances and/or severely 
disturbed family functioning. At the other end of the continuum, we might observe people 
whose present circumstances or relationships contribute to bleakness, hopelessness, and 
numbness. 

Studying brain activity indicates  that following extended exposure to toxic thought patterns, 
the deep limbic system — the area of the brain that helps  control mood and the portion 
that is most affected by depression — can actually shut down. 

Though it is scientifically clear that depression is both a physiological and cognitive 
condition some doctors write prescriptions for every patient suffering from depression, 
disregarding other factors that contribute to a person's well-being. 

Some counselors downplay the importance of medication, insisting that therapy (or prayer) 
will eradicate depression. But research shows that most depressed individuals respond 
best to a combination of treatments. 

We must carefully treat the despairing person's body if we are to help him or her 
experience peace of mind and soul. Attention to diet, sleep, and general nurturing of a 
person's physical condition aids in the healing process. Medication may also help. 

Medication cannot solve all the problems or erase all the fears and this is  why we cannot 
focus solely on biochemical factors, neglecting the emotional and spiritual dimensions of 
mood disorders. 

Depression influences  the thoughts we hear, the ideas  we confront, the state of our souls. 
Depression almost always undermines an individual's ability to experience pleasure in 
daily life, even in things he or she previously enjoyed. And it can lead to serious doubts 
about faith and GOD. 

As depressed people treat both the medical and the emotional and spiritual aspects of 
depression, they will be changed. And amazingly, the deep-seated joy of being set free 
from negative thought patterns can also trigger physical reactions that literally ease 
biological symptoms. 

In general, any person with undiagnosed depression and anxiety will be at greater risk for 
self-injurious behaviour. But it's also crucial for us to recognize the connection between 
depression experienced by those in close relationship with a self-harmer and the self-
wounder's own injurious behaviour. 
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(2)Anxiety, obsession, and impulse control.

Many self-harmers experience a heightened and oppressive sense of anxiety before 
causing themselves harm. Consequently, some self-injurers may rightly receive a clinical 
diagnosis  of anxiety disorder. Like depression, anxiety exists on a continuum, where one 
extreme includes people with severe panic attacks and the other, those who experience 
persistent, but more "common", cycles of worry. 

Therapy, medication, or a combination of both can help the self-wounder who concurrently 
battles anxiety. If you or someone you love begins to take medication, be sure to stay 
informed and aware of any side effects. 

Self-harmers may also experience symptoms associated with Obsessive-Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD). Neurotic “To cut or not to cut? To cut or not to cut? To cut or not to cut?” 
thoughts can plague them. And quite often, repetitive or obsessive behaviours designed — 
in the sufferers' minds — to calm or erase intrusive thoughts can actually further indicate a 
chemical imbalance. 

People who struggle with BPD (Borderline Personality Disorder) experience wild mood 
swings and emotional (often angry) outbursts. Their high degree of impulsivity can 
manifest itself in reckless driving or sexual activity, excessive spending, substance 
abuse, and repetitive cutting, burning, or other self-injurious acts. 

In relationships with others, people with BPD frequently violate boundaries, send mixed 
messages, hold double standards, provoke anger, and habitually manipulate or lie. One 
day, a person with BPD may idealize you. The next, he or she can turn against you with 
venomous dislike. 

In their eyes, living is  a black-and-white, all-or-nothing experience. Individuals with BPD, 
however, seem to have only an "on-off" switch. Life is either fantastic or futile. 

There is  no doubt that mood disorders affect, precipitate, or perpetuate many self-injurious 
behaviour. Rather than quick categorizations, careful observation and patient attention, 
coupled with consistent skilled medical treatment, will best help alleviate imbalances that 
accompany self-inflicted violence. 

A self-harmer's ability to think things through, problem solve, and see alternatives to 
instinctual reactions is  sometimes significantly restricted. Instead of delaying action 
prompted by urgent and intense feelings, many self-injurers  act rashly, assuming their 
agitated emotional state will not end unless they wound themselves.

In order to begin healing, many self-wounders need help expanding their time horizons, 
lengthening the moments between urge and action by analyzing their situation and 
emotions. 

Counseling helps many self-injurers develop patience to explore new ideas  and 
alternatives to self-inflicted violence. Through counseling, those who wound themselves 
can receive explicit and immediate feedback when processing emotions linked to a 
shortened time horizon. 
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Fortunately, people can learn to expand their time horizons in the same way we all learn 
that a sensation of hunger does not mean we have to eat immediately.  

(3)Disordered eating.

Like self-inflicted violence, anorexia, bulimia, and BED provide a way for individuals to 
relieve or release tension, cope with deep internal pain, communicate to others their 
heartache and need, and control an uncontrollable world. 

In an undeniably similar manner, people who battle disordered eating try to distill their 
problems to one weight — or food-driven reality.  Sufferers of both clinical eating disorders 
and other forms of self-harm usually report severe disturbances in body image and often 
feel incapable of understanding, let alone maintaining, physical boundaries. 
 
Self-injury seems particularly prevalent among those with bulimic tendencies. Unlike other 
forms of self-injury, anorexia and bulimia nervosa (in the form of exercising to purge) often 
start as  a strategy to eat or exercise healthfully. For some, however, particularly those with 
unaddressed emotional or spiritual pain, food and workouts take on a life-destroying force 
of their own.

With an eating disorder, people attempt to manage and control psychological longings by 
converting them to physical sensations of hunger, fullness, or the temporary extinction of 
either AND endeavor to indulge or deny their pain. 

(4)Sexual abuse.

Abused children — and the adults they grow 
up to be — also suffer under the burden of 
messages as  implicit and psychologically 
devastating as the abuse itself: 

• "You exist only to bring me pleasure [or 
provide an outlet for my anger]" 
• "You deserve this" 
• "If you had been a good little boy [or girl], 
this wouldn't have happened" 

Some children feel sexually aroused during sexual abuse, which of course complicates 
matters even further. Victims like these feel complicit in the abuse because they 
experienced pleasure. 

Even if the stimulation they felt came involuntarily, they may spend the rest of their lives 
trying to punish the body that responded and the heart that felt special and sometimes 
enjoyed the abuser's  attention (particularly if this was the only attention they received as 
children). 

You can, with confidence, give these life-giving messages to every victim of abuse: 
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• What occurred is not your fault. 
• There is a future hope, one stronger than your past. 
• No matter what an abuser said, no matter what attention you craved, no matter 

what you did or felt before, during, and after the abuse, what occurred is  not and 
never will be your fault. 

• You are in no way responsible for the crimes committed against your body and 
heart.

(5)Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.

Clinicians now recognize PTSD as a disorder found not only in former soldiers but also in 
crime victims, refugees, abused people, and survivors of genocide campaigns. 

Those who endure protracted exposure to environmental stresses (famine, natural 
disaster, war) and those who witness horrific scenes often develop post-traumatic stress 
disorder. 

Childhood trauma like this may result in PTSD or in symptoms associated with it. When a 
parent or child faces chronic illness (or any long-term physical condition, even those that 
eventually resolve), fear and loneliness, bitterness and resentment may overwhelm 
healthy family members. 

In an effort to deal with pain they cannot express without further wounding an already 
hurting family, these individuals  may use self-inflicted violence to numb an aching heart. In 
fact, childhood victims of abuse may suffer from more trauma than combat veterans. 
Soldiers have been trained, equipped with weapons, and set within a company who fight 
with them, backing them up and often protecting them. 

Children living in abusive situations, however, usually have no way to defend themselves, 
though they often (and for good reason) fear for their lives. They exist in the perpetual and 
unpredictable fear both of being found out and never being found out. 

The shame of abuse — particularly sexual abuse — often keeps  victims locked in silence 
and secrecy, as  do the threats abusers frequently make. At the same time, imagining that 
the abuse will continue forever, deadens victims' hope for the future. 

Unless their trauma can be effectively processed, victims of childhood abuse never 
get beyond the stage of development at which abuse arrested them. 

Research indicates that both brain structure and chemistry, as well as  other systems that 
help the body deal with stress, can be dramatically altered as a result of abuse. 

Neurologically immature, children simply cannot process the repeated and destructive 
overstimulation that accompanies abuse. As a result, the body fails to respond 
appropriately to physical and emotional cues. 

This explains why many sufferers of PTSD report persistent and debilitating numbness. 
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Victims of abuse often produce significantly higher levels of cortisol, a hormone released 
by the adrenal gland during "fight or flight" situations. Too much cortisol can damage brain 
cells connected with learning and memory, as well as suppress the immune system and  
can lead to headaches and digestive problems.

A variety of factors may increase a victim's propensity to PTSD. The more terrified and 
helpless a person feels, the more closely connected he or she feels to the perpetrator, the 
deeper the degree of shame and guilt, and the lack of support (including rejection or 
blaming) the person receives, the greater the risk he or she will develop PTSD. 

Our intellect can be deceived, our feelings can be numbed and manipulated, our 
perception shamed and confused, our bodies tricked with medication, but our soul never 
forgets.

(6)Dissociation.

Many self-injurers  experience a unique physical sensation called dissociation. This 
complex physiological response to trauma can be present during flashbacks or as a 
means of self-protection during especially stressful situations. 

Everyone of us understands dissociation, though the majority of us wouldn't know to call 
our experiences by their proper medical name. 

• Have you ever driven past your freeway exit while "lost" in another thought? 
• Have you ever "tuned out" while someone talked your ear off? 
• Do you sometimes forget the last sentence you read or start forming a grocery list in 

the midst of praying for a sick friend? 

Self-injurers experience dissociations like these, but they can also suffer from dissociative 
states of a more severe degree. Looking at the continuum of dissociation, accidentally 
overshooting your destination would be a mild form. At the extreme end of the continuum, 
we would find mental disintegration that affects memory, state of consciousness, and 
physical feeling. 

On this level, dissociation serves as a psychological defense mechanism against traumatic 
memories or situations that a person cannot physically or emotionally integrate. 

While victims may not be able to physically remove themselves from danger or severe 
emotional pain, through dissociation, they can temporarily "space out," observing their 
experiences or actions as a dispassionate onlooker. Repeated dissociation like this, 
however, can fragment the psyche, ultimately disconnecting a person from his  or her own 
reality. 

So here's what happens to you when you "space out." You experience an emotion that you 
can't handle — either because it's too strong and painful, or because you've been taught 
it's something you're not allowed to feel, or some combination of those factors  ... because 
the response that is triggered is  too powerful for you, you enter what we call a dissociated 
state.
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Self-inflicted violence can provide a powerful and expulsive experience that ends  the 
mental disintegration of a dissociative assault, or it can induce dissociation for people who 
want to "get outside themselves." 

Since self-injury quite effectively focuses a person's attention on the physical body, it often 
increases self-awareness. In doing so, it can halt a person's descent into dissociation. 

On the other hand, people who suffer from abuse can use dissociation to space out during 
acts of violence perpetrated against them.  This is somewhat akin to the often successful 
use of hypnosis to blunt or anesthetize the pain of medical procedures. 

The unconscious use of dissociation to induce an altered state of being proves a more 
difficult act to treat. A person suffering in this way will need both consistent and long-term 
medical and therapeutic intervention to recover. 

The power of TOUCH.
Did you know that both the skin and the brain 
grow from the same embryonic cell layer, the 
ectoderm? From a person's  earliest days, the 
skin provides a primary way to experience the 
world. Babies sleep peacefully or coo when 
cuddled and nurtured; they cry when cold. They 
throw fits when they want to be held. 

As we grow and mature, the skin not only 
receives continuous  sensory input from the 
world around us, but it also becomes a 
significant organ of communication. We express 

and experience pleasure and pain, tenderness and hostility with our skin. 

Through the skin, signals enter the brain, traveling quickly to the thalamus, a section of the 
brain that attempts to make sense of incoming physical messages. 

Instantly sent from the thalamus, pleasant or painful signals arrive in both the prefrontal 
cortex (PFC) and the deep limbic system (DLS). As way of a mini review, the PFC is  where 
conscious thinking and analysis  take place, and the DLS governs emotions and bodily 
functions. When this happens, your thinking brain and your emotional brain have a 
dialogue, in which they “compare notes” on the ... signal.

During this dialogue, your cortex and limbic system decide how to react. In the case of 
pain, if the signals aren't very serious, your brain's neurotransmitter system pumps out 
calming brain chemicals, causing the muscles to relax and blood vessels, which have 
been constricted by the threat of danger, to expand. 

During a state of emergency, however, pain signals travel to a part of the limbic system 
called the amygdala. This  tiny, almond-shaped sector at the base of the brain, which 
works like an elaborate alarm system, translates  physical threats into altered facial 
expressions, physical tension, and chemical changes in the brain, all of which help the 
body prepare for danger. 
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CUTTING, a powerful release of CHEMICALS.
This can be explained by the following: 

ASer$ engaging$ in$ selfGinflicted$ violence,$ most$ selfGinjurers'$ brains$ solicit$ the$
involvement$of$the$endogenous$opioid$system,$which$regulates$pain$percep.on$and$
levels$of$the$body's$natural$painGrelieving$chemicals$G$endorphins,$ dynorphins,$and$
enkephalins$(collec.vely$known$as$opiates).$

Endorphins, dynorphins, and enkephalins help the body feel pleasure and control the 
sensation of pain. Dr. Daniel Amen teaches that opiates "make us feel happy, content, 
normal". 

Drugs such as heroin, opium, and morphine, work by imitating the action of the body's 
inborn opiates. In fact, scientists actually formed the term endorphin by combining the 
words morphine and endogenous (naturally occurring in the body). But the body's 
instinctive painkillers, its morphine-like opioids, are stronger — eight to ten times stronger 
— than morphine. 

Don't miss this startling fact: When opiates are released through self-wounding, it's 
as if self-harmers have been given eight to ten doses of one of the most powerful 
pain-numbing drugs known to man. 

it seems completely, though cruelly, logical that self-injurers would crave the release of 
these chemicals that make them feel happy, content, and normal. 

Since scientists can clinically observe increased levels of endorphins in the body after self-
inflicted violence, it also makes sense that self-harmers feel physical and emotional relief 
after hurting themselves. Some, anticipating this release, even experience tingling and 
excited sensations before and/or during self-wounding acts. Others actually feel 
exhilarated after inflicting violence on themselves. 

Because of these powerful physical forces, using self-injury to combat pain could seem 
initially reasonable to people who ache for relief and it certainly proves effective in 
providing release, at least at first. But just as the body quickly builds  up a tolerance for 
euphoria-inducing drugs like morphine, heroin, and opium, the brain can also become 
accustomed to, and then numbed to, the effects of natural opiate release. 

Pleasure-inducing chemicals last for only a short while which is why many self-harmers 
express that, over time, they need to cut more often and more severely to produce the 
same effects. While self-injury may have first produced a heightened level of opiates, it 
ultimately causes numbing. 

When habitual self-harmers attempt to stop cutting or burning, they may actually 
experience opiate withdrawal similar to what recovering heroin addicts undergo.  Many 
give in and start an even more vicious cycle of self-inflicted violence. A self-injurer in this 
situation may be at greater risk for dependence on the naturally occurring morphine-like 
chemicals produced in the brain. 
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“VULNERABLE" Chemistry
Some people live through unbearably awful 
childhood or adolescent experiences  but grow 
up to lead emotionally stable lives. On the flip 
side, others come from relatively "normal" and 
happy homes but still struggle with debilitating 
psychological difficulties. 

This  makes it clear that a person's  innate 
temperament and physical makeup help 
determine how he or she deals with mental anguish and explains why 
one member of a family becomes a self-injurer while another does not. 

Decreased serotonin levels  often cause depression, and temporal lobe malfunctioning 
leads to a host of issues, including learning difficulties and problems with memory, 
language retrieval, and even the development of social skills. 

Additionally, the prefrontal cortex (which makes most of a person's "executive decisions") 
continues to develop after birth and even across an individual's lifespan. 

Being able to act in concert with one's knowledge comprises a significant part of the 
brain's executive functioning. If the maturity of executive functioning in the brain does not 
keep to this "normal" track because of genetic factors — or if it is  delayed or halted due to 
severe trauma such as abuse — aggressive mood swings, attention problems, suicidal 
ideation, obsessive preoccupation, impulsive risk taking, and compulsive behaviours  may 
result. 

For many self-harmers, mental disorders (such as anxiety, depression, and OCD) 
are chemically present in varying hereditary degrees. 

These genetic predispositions toward imbalance range from relatively minimal to life-
debilitating. And other brain dysfunctions can significantly increase a person's likelihood of 
self-injury. 

We can best help self-harmers  by exploring with them all the physical and genetic 
possibilities that may contribute to their self-injury. A ravaged body can lead to an 
anguished mind and soul. 

MEMORY Work4

The hippocampus, another area of the brain that normally helps integrate information into  
memory, sometimes malfunctions while attempting to make sense of trauma-imprinted 
memories and the overwhelming physiological stress those memories trigger. 

The hippocampus may shrink due to the consistent release of cortisol by the body's stress-
response system. At increased levels, cortisol can be toxic to the brain. 
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An overactive amygdala and under-functioning hippocampus prevent traumatic events 
from being processed analytically or objectively. Instead of seeing an ordeal as  a painful 
event in their past, some victims of abuse or survivors of war and catastrophe re-
experience the horror as a persistent, ongoing, and present threat. 

Vivid sensations associated with the trauma — smells, sounds, waves of intense fear — 
wash over these people repeatedly, causing their entire stress-response system (from the 
brain through the entire body) to become stuck in a state of constant high alert. 

Some attempt to compensate for this continuously heightened state of anxiety by turning 
off their emotional spigots. 

They use:

• Mood-altering substances (such as alcohol, drugs, or food) or 
• Mood-altering behaviours (such as promiscuous sex, binging, purging, starvation, 

cutting, or burning) to numb their minds and bodies. 

So, WHAT can we DO? 

(1) Work with knowledgeable physicians. 

Whether self-wounders see a medical doctor, psychiatrist, neurobiologist, or any 
combination of these three, you can help them make sure that the doctors they work with 
know about self-injury, including the brain functioning and chemical imbalance that may 
lead to and propagate it.

(2)Investigate all the options.

The Amen Clinic has introduced the idea of SPECT scanning. The psychiatrists at Dr. 
Amen's  clinic can recommend medication and nutritional therapy specifically for the over-
functioning and under-functioning areas of each person’s brain. 

(3)Use medication when necessary.

Medication alone does not "cure" problems that result from both psychiatric and 
behavioural factors (like self-harm). But it may prove a tremendously effective addition to 
medical attention and therapy. 

Serotonin deficiencies: For some patients  with serotonin deficiencies, SSRI (Selective 
Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor) drugs like Prozac and Paxil have significantly decreased 
self-injurious impulses. 

Opiate blockers: Like Naltrexone have helped many self-wounders in the recovery 
process. And during studies using anti-seizure medicines like Tegretol and Lamictal — 
which stabilize mood through calming the cingulate, temporal lobes, and basal ganglia — 
no serious acts of self-injury occurred. 
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Anxiolytics: Some "anxiolytics prevent the escalation of panic and generalized anxiety, 
which decreases the need for dissociation and self-injury". 

In these ways, psychotropic drugs can provide a kind of "pharmacological safety net" that 
allows people to process past memories and current experiences without becoming 
overwhelmed. 

Having vulnerable mental chemistry is no different from having any other 
physiological condition. 

Tragically, the stigma (often faith-based) attached to mental disease prevents many people 
from seeking the treatment that would help them overcome destructive impulses and 
biochemical states that perpetuate self-injurious behaviour. 

Anyone who comes alongside a self-harmer should work to prevent this form of shame 
from stalling his or her recovery. 

(4)Include nutritional therapy5.

Most of us recognize that when we eat well, we feel better. Self-injurers are no different. A 
diet high in protein (including fish), whole grains, and vegetables gives the nervous system 
the nutritional support necessary to combat self-wounding impulses. 

(5)Make vitamins and supplements a part of recovery.

Taking brain-boosting vitamins and supplements (especially omega-3 fatty acids and 
Vitamin E) may help a self-injurer's mind and body be better prepared to deal with urges to 
self-harm. Sometimes vitamins and supplements can actually decrease these cravings. 

(6)Acknowledge that thoughts and beliefs can significantly 

influence physical health.

The things people dwell on throughout the day encourage or discourage not only their 
mental well-being but their physical health as well. We can help self-injurers process the 
thoughts that shape every aspect of them — body, mind, and spirit. 

HELPING self-injurers.
Fortunately for those of us who desire to help, self-injurers often give us clues  to their 
behaviour. Family members and loved ones like you can help uncover secretive self-
wounding by identifying common warning signs.   
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(1) Frequent cuts, burns, or bruises are “explained away”.

People who self-harm often stockpile excuses for the wounds they cannot hide or choose 
not to cover or for those that are exposed unexpectedly. Still, repeated excuses and 
recurrent wounds usually point to something more than what they've willingly disclosed. 
They may be hiding the abuse another inflicts upon them, or they may be disguising self-
inflicted injuries. 

(2)Clothing seems ill-fitting or ill-suited for the climate or 

season.

A person who wears long sleeves or pants all summer or someone who refuses  to put on a 
bathing suit or a pair of shorts may be hiding scars, cuts, or burns. Those who wear 
excessively loose or baggy clothing may do so to prevent fabric from touching fresh 
wounds. 

(3)The person demonstrates a reluctance to change or try on 

clothes in front of someone else.

With careful attention, you can often tell the difference between a modest person who 
simply wants privacy, someone who feels uncomfortable with his or her body (see next 
point), and someone who is hiding his or her body for other reasons. 

(4)The person appears to have strong body dissatisfaction.

Many people, especially women, dislike (even feel disgusted by) their bodies. But people 
who self-injure will usually take this to an extreme. They often express  malevolence toward 
their physique, feeling their bodies have betrayed or disappointed them. 

(5)There is intense resistance to routine doctor visits or to seeking 

medical attention for wounds that clearly need treatment.

Few children like to visit the doctor. 

If someone obstinately and inexplicably refuses to see a physician, whether for a 
preventive appointment or during an illness, a deeper problem may exist.  If you push for a 
trip to the doctor or emergency room, the self-harmer may refuse — vehemently. 
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(6)The person wears accessories to 

cover the skin.

Some people will use watches, wristbands, or 
bracelets  to cover their scars or recent cuts/
burns. Instead, watch for times when the skin is 
exposed and ask non-threatening questions ;

•"It looks like you hurt yourself; what 
happened?" 

• "You have a cut on your wrist. Would you like me to bandage that for you?" 
• "That looks painful. Did that happen recently?" 

(7)The person’s friends self-injure.

If a young man or woman's peer group — whether at an assembly / local fellowship, 
school, or on the Internet — defines itself through self-destructive behaviours, or if a 
person witnesses cutting/burning as accomplishing a desired result, he or she may be at a 
higher risk for self-harm. 

(8)A normally outgoing person withdraws from family and 

friends.

A shift in personality like this almost always indicates a problem, whether it be something 
as normal as disappointment in relationships or part of a more serious issue such as self-
injury, depression, or suicidal ideation. 

(9)Dramatic mood swings occur in a short time frame.

If you continually observe someone you love swinging from high tension to a more relaxed 
state in a very short period of time, you may want to find out what happened to cause the 
change.

(10)The person continually uses language that expresses low 

self-worth or the need to be punished.

Most people who injure themselves struggle with forming an accurate and gracious view of 
themselves. They may talk about being bad or needing to make up for their mistakes. 
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They may not be skilled in verbal expression, and instead of discussing an issue with 
perspective and calm, self-wounders can blow up at little things, dissolve into tears over a 
relatively insignificant matter, or display other dramatic emotions  ill-suited to the issue at 
hand. 

(11)The family has a history of mental-health issues.

If a close family member struggles with depression, anxiety, or another chemical 
imbalance, a person may be more likely to try — and eventually depend on — unhealthy 
coping mechanisms like self-harm. 

If you come across a secret supply of items that could be used to inflict harm on oneself or 
ease the pain of a self-inflicted wound, this  is a very good indication that someone you 
love struggles with self-injury. 

(12)Someone else tells you that your friend/spouse/student/child 

self-injures.

If someone informs you that a loved one self-harms, please do not ignore the warning. 
Ever. Even in the rarest cases when a third party maliciously invents  such a story, a 
relational and communication problem clearly needs to be addressed.  

In conclusion ...

Again, allow me to remind you that none of these signals irrefutably "proves" that someone 
self-harms. Warning signs such as excessively negative self-perception, body 
dissatisfaction, dramatic mood swings, and emotional outbursts may crop up in the way a 
young adult (or a premenstrual woman, an unemployed man, and so on) processes the 
changes in his or her body, mind, and world. 

If it ultimately comes to light that someone you love does self-injure or has returned to self-
inflicted violence, it would be best to proceed with neutral, non-threatening discussions. I 
know this is difficult, especially if you are emotionally invested in this  person. But demands 
and angry responses will not ingratiate a wounded self-harmer to you. These 
conversations require gentleness and patience. 

General "CATEGORIES" of self-injurers’ MOTIVATIONS.
The following phrases express some of the emotions that motivate self-wounders. 

1. “Notice me”

Some self-injurers long to be noticed.  

Some "notice me" self-harmers may be more, even to the point of being exhibitionists. 
They damage themselves in full view of the world. 
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And the intensely focused fear, worry, and anger that others  express often reinforce their 
self-inflicted violence, simply because the attention they receive while self-injuring is 
preferable to the love deficit they usually live with. 

"Notice me" cutters aren't fakers. Even if it looks as  if a teenager self-injures primarily 
because his or her peer group does, self-inflicted violence of any kind reveals maladaptive 
social and emotional coping mechanisms and, moreover, a person who needs help. 

"Notice me" self-injurers need attention and loving care even if they don't initially or 
outwardly show it. And once you've identified "notice me" behaviours  in self-harmers, you 
can begin to help them see their value and uniqueness apart from self-injury. You can help 
them see that they are special, not because they self-harm but because GOD created 
them to be so. 

2. “Can’t feel anything” or “feel too much”

People who self-injure often use self-inflicted violence to "ground" themselves. By cutting, 
burning, breaking, or bruising the body, self-harmers "ground" or re-establish 
themselves in reality. After identifying those who use self-injury to ground themselves, 
you can help them find alternative methods of feeling or facing their internal pain. 

3. “show no weakness”

Perfectionism places  extreme pressure on the mind, body, and spirit of an individual. 
Some high achievers and people-pleasers attempt to diffuse the constant tension of 
human imperfection with self-inflicted violence. This group of self-harmers fears being 
"discovered" or "exposed" as  weak or lacking. Some loathe failure so much that they 
would rather die than taste the disappointment of underachievement or broken 
relationships. 

Self-injurers are so caught up in proving their worth, that they find no lasting joy in 
accomplishments or the compliments that accompany achievement. They simply plunge 
themselves into the next project, fearing that if they let anything drop, they will be exposed 
for the failure they feel they are.

Beneath the carefully constructed facade of achievement, most perfectionists feel anything 
but special. On the contrary, worthlessness and fear often control them. They live rigid, 
black-and-white, good-or-bad lives that leave them acutely sensitive to criticism or 
perceived failure. Being adequate is an insult to the "show no weakness" self-injurer. 

Parents often hold on to idealistic, sometimes impossible expectations for their children. 
Intelligent, bright children, children of perfectionists, and children who become 
perfectionists  themselves often struggle under the weight of other people's hopes and 
dreams for them. 

Thought patterns need transforming, habits need breaking, and toxic spiritual 
misunderstandings need conforming to Truth. 
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DRESSING the wounds.

Journaling 

Sometimes writing down thoughts and feelings [is] a less dangerous first step than talking. 
We recommend that individuals keep a journal (or diary, if you prefer that term) that 
records feelings, thoughts, and reactions to people and events, as well as self-injurious 
impulses and actions taken to address them. 

In a journal, self-injurers can vent anger in non-violent ways. They can confront fears  in a 
safer manner. And they may also discover things they could not have otherwise. Even 
exploring painful memories may allow them to recall happy times that have been lost in 
childhood re-collections they stuffed under the blanket of self-inflicted violence. Such 
memories give hope for tomorrow and joy for today. 

Like other forms of treatment, journaling has its  drawbacks. People sometimes write 
destructively, repeatedly beating themselves up with words like fat, ugly, stupid, worthless, 
and so on. 

You may simply offer that if he or she would like to share with you, you are available 
and interested in what he or she has to say. 

Here are some topics that might help a self-wounder process his or her emotions and 
behaviours: 

• How has self-injury changed my body and body image? 
• How has self-inflicted violence affected my self-confidence? 
• How has self-harm influenced my relationships? 
• How has self-injury harmed me spiritually? 
• What was my life like before I started self-wounding? 
• What do I wish my life was like now? 
• What do I like to do? 
• What does anger mean to me? 
• What does freedom from self-harm mean to me? 
• What have I learned while fighting self-injurious impulses? 

It’s HARD for EVERYONE.
Therapy is not easy on anyone. Though it's terrifying for self-harmers to live with self-
inflicted violence, it can also be agonizing to live without. Recovery requires surrendering a 
trusted and at least initially effective coping mechanism. 

But true healing happens in the presence of, and in surrender to, the One who is faithful 
and strong and able to save. It's true: Only GOD can fully restore and redeem the self-
injurer's body, mind, and soul. 
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When the body is ravaged, the soul cries out! 

Exploring the SPIRITUAL implications of self-injury.
Here is a beautiful story of redemption — on SloppyNoodle.com, a young woman who 
preferred to remain anonymous shared her battle with self-harm in a powerful essay 
entitled "Only Once".

While$ siYng$ in$ science$class,$watching$ .me$.ck$ by$ too$slowly$and$ listening$ to$ an$
enraged$teacher$insul.ng$his$students$and$dismissing$them$as$"unruly$mobs$with$no$
future,"$ this$young$woman$ (we'll$call$her$Gretchen)$ discovered$ the$power$of$ selfG
injury$to$drive$away$uncomfortable$emo.ons.$

Picking$up$a$ friend's$craS$knife,$Gretchen$carved$a$large$Ban$the$Bomb$symbol$into$
her$ forearm.$ She$ writes,$ "Blood$ ran$ everywhere$ ...$ and$ I$ felt$ GOOD.$ Relieved.$
Appeased.$Jus.fied."$

That$science$class$incident$sparked$seven$years$of$selfGinjury.$And$as$.me$went$on,$
selfGinflicted$violence$became$Gretchen's$"secret$friend”.$She$reveals,$"I$could$forget$
all$the$pain$on$ the$inside$if$I$ concentrated$ on$ causing$ pain$ on$the$outside$...$And$I$
truly$believed$that$I$deserved$to$be$cut".$

Gretchen$knew$that$something$was$wrong$with$life$and,$moreover,$wrong$with$her.$
She$was$acutely$aware$that$ she$did$bad$ things,$and$ she$assumed$that$meant$ she$
was$inherently$bad.$

Later,$ Gretchen$ would$ note$ that$ on$ the$ deepest$ level,$ "My$ selfGharm$ was$ a$
desperate$plea$ to$ a$ GOD$ I$ didn't$ know".$ Through$ selfGinflicted$ wounds,$Gretchen$
cried$out,$"I$know$I$deserve$to$die$for$my$sins.$Look$at$my$scars!$ I$acknowledge$my$
sin,$but$I$don't$want$to$die!"$

The$ rest$ of$her$ life$hung$ on$ these$ques.ons:$ Is$ there$ something,$ someone,$more$
powerful$than$my$urge$to$cut?$Is$there$anything,$anyone,$that$can$wash$away$the$
heartache$of$ this$ world$ —$ the$pain$ others$ have$ caused$ me$ and$ the$wounds$ I've$
inflicted$on$myself?$

In$ the$ midst$ of$ this$ bagle,$ Gretchen$ began$ learning$ about$ and$ drawing$ near$ to$
Jesus.$The$unnamed$GOD$she$had$been$pleading$with$revealed$Himself$and$reached$
into$her$griefGridden$world.$He$promised$to$set$Gretchen$free$and$heal$her$scars.$She$
wanted$to$believe.$She$needed$to$believe.$

Gretchen$writes$that$aSer$she$gave$her$ life$to$Jesus,$ she$struggled$ to$ let$go$of$her$
need$to$cut.$She$says:

I$ felt$ I$was$ leYng$down$the$Church,$ Jesus$and$myself$ if$I$gave$way$ to$ tempta.on,$
but$I$knew$no$other$way$ to$cope$with$my$ feelings.$I$had$been$cuYng$for$YEARS.$So$
many$wonderful$people$had$told$me$that$I$was$"jus.fied$by$the$Blood$of$Jesus",$but$I$
just$could$not$understand$what$that$meant.$

I$NEEDED$to$see$blood$leave$my$body$to$know$that$I$was$cuYng$out$all$the$sin,$the$
sadness,$the$anger,$the$hatred,$the$frustra.on.$
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I$ cried$out$ to$GOD$every$ day$ to$ be$set$free.$Even$when$ I$went$ for$ several$months$
without$ cuYng,$ the$ daily$ torment$ and$ tempta.on$ was$ a$ cruel$ and$ constant$
reminder$of$the$only$coping$mechanism$I$knew.$

The$bagle$between$condemna.on$and$grace$raged$fiercely$in$Gretchen's$mind,$soul,$
and$ body.$But$ late$one$night,$ while$reading$ a$ novel,$Gretchen$ discovered$ a$ Truth$
that$allowed$her$to$taste$genuine,$las.ng$freedom.$

The$book$Gretchen$picked$up$was$The$Book$of$GOD$by$Walter$Wangerin$Jr.,$which$
tells$ the$story$ of$ the$ Bible$ in$ narra.ve$ form.$When$ she$ reached$ the$por.on$ that$
detailed$Christ's$crucifixion,$she$recalls:$

The$pain,$humilia.on$and$suffering$He$went$through$was$described$so$powerfully.$It$
wasn't$ sensa.onalized,$ it$wasn't$glamorously$ gruesome$...$it$was$just$ really,$really$
REAL.$I$could$hardly$bear$to$read$on.$

MY$JESUS!$How$could$this$happen$to$my$Jesus?$I$was$wracked$with$sobbing,$reading$
through$tears$about$the$most$horrendous$suffering$of$the$most$wonderful,$precious$
person$that$had$ever$lived.$

"WHY?"$I$cried$out$to$GOD.$"WHY?"$"How$could$You$let$this$happen?$To$Your$Son?!"$
And$then$the$Lord$spoke$two,$gentle$words$to$me$—$two$words$changed$my$life.$

"ONLY(ONCE"

Suddenly,$Gretchen$understood.$She$had$been$spilling$her$own$blood$in$a$desperate$
agempt$ to$ make$ things$ right,$ to$ show$ that$ she$ was$ sorry,$ to$ prove$ that$ she$
deserved$to$be$hurt,$to$end$the$raging$pain$inside$her.$

But$ no$wound$ ever$ bled$ enough$ or$went$ deep$ enough$ to$ last.$ No$ cut$ she$made$
would$ ever$ sa.sfy$ the$ ache$ within.$ There$ would$ always$ be$ another$ reason$ to$
destroy,$to$punish,$to$heal$herself$through$cuYng.$

How$clear$ it$was:$ Jesus$ lived$ to$ bleed$—$once$and$ for$ all$—$ for$ every$ reason$she$
"needed"$or$"wanted"$to$cut.$She$was$right$all$along:$Blood$did$atone.$But$her$blood$
was$ insufficient,$ so$ He$ bled$ in$ her$ place.$ He$ had$ suffered$ all$ of$ her$ shame$ and$
offered$her$the$freedom$to$lay$down$her$selfGinjury$forever.$

Of$course,$GOD$works$in$each$of$our$ lives$differently,$so$one’s$personal$experience$
with$healing$may$not$—$probably$will$not$—$look$ the$same$as$another's.$Every$selfG
injurer$who$ seeks$GOD$will$experience$ something$unique$—$His$ truth$will$ be$ just$
what$that$person$needs.$But$for$Gretchen,$the$words$"only$ once"$finally$ended$her$
grueling$bagle$with$selfGinjury.$She$never$needed$to$bleed$again.$
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A commitment to SANCTIFICATION.
Spiritual healing for the self-injurer you love comes through embarking on and persevering 
in this journey of growth. People like you can play a crucial role in a self-harmer's quest for 
spiritual healing by encouraging and modeling for this  person a commitment to 
sanctification. 

In journeying toward GOD and with GOD, self-injurers may — somewhat ironically — have 
an advantage over people who have grown up in relatively happy surroundings insulated 
from suffering. But sensing this  broken neediness in the world and in their own hearts, self-
injurers feel compelled to come up with an answer for suffering. Unfortunately, one of the 
most common responses to woundedness — a sense of deep and persistent shame — 
often feeds into the vicious cycle of self-inflicted violence. It forms a complex barrier to 
spiritual healing.

SHAME: A hunk of LEAD on the 
HEART6

Shame is a vague, undefined heaviness that 
presses on our spirit, dampens our gratitude for 
the goodness of life, and slackens the free flow 
of joy. Shame is a primal feeling, the kind that 
seeps into and discolors  all our other feelings 
primarily about ourself, but about almost 
everyone and everything else in our life as 
well." 

Shame is a vague and primal sense that stains everything around us and infects 
almost everyone of us. Shame proves an especially strong force in the lives of self-
wounders. 

Shame is a feeling that we do not measure up and maybe never will measure up to the 
sorts of persons we are meant to be. The feeling, when we are conscious  of it, gives  us a 
vague disgust with ourselves, which in turn feels like a hunk of lead on our hearts! 

Shame annihilates the self. It rips the last thread of dignity from the heart in a violent 
assault. 

It prevents us from asking for and receiving forgiveness because we fear it will make us 
feel worse to admit our faults or recognize the lies we've believed.

Self-contempt gives people something to focus their pain and shame on: themselves. If 
people believe they are unworthy of love or happiness, they won't be disappointed. If 
people believe they deserve to be abused, they have an explanation for the pain they 
experience at the hands of others. 

Shame roots itself in the heart through a wide variety of channels. 
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The Enemy of our souls also piles shame on our hearts. You may have heard that his 
name, Satan, literally means "accuser". Satan blames people for causing their own misery 
and convinces them that they deserve the agony in their lives. 

Childhood abuse heaps shame on its  victims. People feel ashamed of their weaknesses, 
whether they are perfectionists trying to hide their flaws or they suffer from a depression 
they cannot explain. Shame infects people rejected and abandoned by loved ones. It robs 
people of their GOD-given dignity and inherent, unique worth.

Contempt: 

• Contempt is  an assault against the glory GOD intends His  children to bear. It sears 
and stings.

• Contempt is a poison that paralyzes our deepest longing for love and meaning, 
stripping us of hope. 

• It mocks our desirability: "No one wants you. No one enjoys you".  
• Contempt isolates its victims by branding them unworthy of love.
• After dividing and isolating, contempt withers hope by making its victim feel foolish, 

deadening desire. 

Shame's wicked and illogical nature divides the world into "good" and "bad" people. 
There are only broken people. 

Many of us have heard since childhood that every human was created to reflect the radiant 
image of GOD. Yet we all know or subconsciously sense that His image in us has been 
and continues to be shattered by the hurtful things we and others think, do, and say. 

Many of us are people bound by shame who cannot live out the beauty and love for which 
we were designed. 

Shaming messages.

You may have responded to the suffering caused by another's choice of self-inflicted 
violence by shaming him or her. 

Freedom begins in recognizing, "No matter how hard I try, I  won't always be what my 
family needs. I've made mistakes and will continue making them. I have either 
unintentionally or willfully shamed the people I  love, and I will face responsibility for the 
problems of the past, the issues of today, and those that will arise in the future." 

Whenever shame attacks  us, no matter what the reason, we come to a crossroad. A 
choices lies before us ... will we rush to find relief for ourselves, or will we rely on 
something greater than ourselves? 
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GRACE.
If shame loads  a hunk of dead weight on our souls, how can we ourselves experience and 
help self-injurers in our lives live in freedom from the heaviness of shame? The answer is
GRACE. 

In the end, acceptance is the single most compelling need of our lives. Shame tells  them 
that they cannot be accepted because they are not acceptable; they are too bad, beyond 
fixing. 

Grace overcomes shame … simply by accepting us, the whole of us, with no regard to our 
beauty or our ugliness, our virtue or our vices. 

• We are accepted wholesale. 
• Accepted with no possibility of being rejected. 
• Accepted once and accepted forever. 
• Accepted at the ultimate depth of our being. 
• We are given what we have longed for in every nook and nuance of every 

relationship. 

We experience grace as power: it provides a spiritual energy to shed the heaviness of 
shame and, in the lightness of grace, move toward [and enjoy] the true self GOD means 
us to be. 

Grace empowers us to courageously look at the complex messiness of shadow and light in 
the world around us and in ourselves. It then allows us to embrace the good news that we 
can be accepted, fully and irreversibly, no matter what our past or present, no matter what 
unacceptable things we might do in the future. Nothing we can do can keep GOD, the very 
definition of grace, from accepting us because He forgives us for all the things we do and 
accepts us for all that we are. 

Grace heals our shame by removing what shame causes us to fear most: rejection and 
abandonment. Grace gives us a sense of worth and value that no shadow within us (and 
we all know those shadows within us) can revoke. 

The Bible speaks clearly to the dignity of every human. As your loved ones battle self-
injury through psychological and physiological treatment, you can concurrently help them 
live in the reality of who they are as GOD's children: 

• Chosen, holy, and dearly loved. 

Colossians 3:12 "GOD chose you to be the holy people He loves". When the self-injurers 
you love feel that no one wants them and everyone thinks  they're worthless or unlovable, 
you can help them cling to this truth. 
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• Treasures of infinite value. 

1 Corinthians 6:20 "GOD bought you with a high price". We can help self-harmers accept 
and experience the truth that Christ's life, death, and resurrection prove they are worth 
more to GOD than they can even comprehend. 

• "Wonderfully complex".

Psalm 139:14 — We can continually remind our loved ones that GOD made them "in an 
amazing and wonderful way" (Psalm 139:14, NCV). Who they are brings delight to their 
Creator. He loves that they have so many thoughts, feelings, and passions.

• Equipped to face fear and pain. 

2 Timothy 1:7 "GOD has not given us a spirit of fear and timidity, but of power, love, and 
self-discipline." We can help self-harmers recognize that they don't have to shrink in the 
face of fear or of any self-injurious impulse. 

They have been given a spirit of strength, love, and self-control, and they have the spiritual 
power to exercise those "muscles". 

Working in concert, these truths (and others) help self-wounders live the life they were 
created to live — a life free of self-condemnation and self-harm. 

Isaiah(54:4 !"Don't!be!afraid!—!you're!not!going!to!be!embarrassed.!Don't!hold!back!—!you're!not!going!to!
come!up!short.!You'll!forget!all!about!the!humilia<ons!of!your!youth".

To encourage this, you can help self-wounders learn to do the following …

Feel what they know about God. 

Self-harmers, particularly those who have grown up in the Body of Messiah, may know a 
lot about GOD. They may be able to recite verses about GOD's Love for them and Jesus' 
suffering love. But the connection between their head and heart has often been lost. 

GOD doesn't want self-injurers to simply know His promises (or poke holes in them: Yeah, 
yeah, yeah, GOD loves me, but …). He longs to engage with their hearts; He longs for 
them to feel His love and grace. 

ENCOURAGING words.
• By His wounds they are healed. 

Ephesians 2:13 "Though you once were far away from GOD, now you have been brought 
near to him because of the blood of Christ." 
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Isaiah 53:5 "The punishment, which made us well, was given to Him, and we are healed 
because of His wounds" (NCV). 

John 19:30 Christ cried out from the cross, '''It is finished.' Then He bowed His Head and 
gave up His Spirit" (NRSV). 

His Body was broken, battered, and wounded so that self-harmers' bodies do not have to 
be. 

He has done everything needed — everything that will ever be needed — to make right 
the wrong things they've done and the wrong things others have done to them. I love this 
freeing truth, words of hope that we can share with self-injurers we love: 

Hebrews 10:17-18 “Their sins and lawless acts I will remember no more.' And where 
these have been forgiven, there is no longer any sacrifice for sin."  

• God truly understands them.  

Hebrews 4:15 "We don't have a priest who is out of touch with our reality. He's been 
through weakness and testing, experienced it all-all but the sin.”

On the Cross, Christ suffered physically. He understands bodily pain. But He also 
experienced incomprehensible emotional grief. He knows what it feels like to be 
completely abandoned by His family (see Mark 15:34), to be abused and mistreated (see 
Isaiah 53:3-5), and to feel so crushed by grief that death seems imminent. He 
understands overwhelming sorrow (see Matthew 26:38). He knows their desire to escape 
suffering. He has been through it all, and we can help self-harmers remember and cling to 
these truths. 

• God is available to them. 

 We can share this wonderful truth with self-wounders we love: Unbelievably, because of 
Christ's sacrifice, they have access to the Almighty. 

Hebrews 4:16 "Walk right up to Him and get what He is so ready to give. Take the mercy, 
accept the help." 

We can help self-injurers see that they don't have a GOD Who sits  silently by as they 
suffer. GOD is ready to give help, ready to cover them with mercy. We can continually 
remind them that GOD is available to them. 

• God uses their pain to proclaim His Strength. 

2 Corinthians 12:9 allows the self-harmers we care about to set aside perfectionistic or 
despair-driven performance forever. GOD promises, "My grace is enough for you. When 
you are weak, my power is made perfect in you" (NCV). 
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In verse ten of the same chapter, Paul rejoices that "when I am weak, then I am truly 
strong" (NCV).

God is honored even by their questions. 

The irony of questioning GOD is  that it honors Him: it turns our hearts away from un-Godly 
despair toward a passionate desire to comprehend Him. Even in self-harmers' doubts 
about His goodness, even in the hollowness of their loss and pain, if they continue to 
engage with GOD, He will faithfully reveal Himself. 

Sometimes we need to help others see (and need to be reminded ourselves) that GOD 
blesses those who persistently pursue Him, even in the face of silent disappointment. 
Read Luke 11:5-13 and 18:1-8 for great examples of this. 

• God has started and promises to complete His redeeming 

work in them. 

Philippians 1:6 “GOD began doing a good work in you, and I am sure He will continue it 
until it is finished when Jesus Christ comes again." 

When your loved ones fear they will never overcome the desire to self-injure, when you 
feel nothing will get better, this truth can restore hope. 

Though it's a process that requires revisiting them over and over again, really living in 
these truths will diminish the urge in those we love to choose self-inflicted violence. Self-
harm will lose some of its appeal when the lightness of gracious acceptance transforms 
those we love. 

Practice the art of FORGIVENESS. 
A long fermenting bitterness against the people who infected them with shame, fear, and 
pain can rob them of joy for a lifetime. 

Self-wounders often fight against an unbearable tide of resentment. 

For self-injurers, like for all of us, the only path out of bitterness is the difficult road of 
forgiveness. If you know self-harmers who battle bitterness, the last thing they may want to 
hear is that forgiveness will set them free. 

We, too, stand in need of forgiveness. We are not above the people who hurt us. We are 
not merely innocent bystanders. In life we wound and are wounded. When we can see 
ourselves as flawed, like others, we may be better able to forgive as GOD forgives us. 

As He cried from the Cross, "Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are 
doing" (Luke 23:34, NIV), Christ showed us how to forgive — mercifully, completely, and 
unconditionally. 
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This  does not mean the self-injurers we love have to tolerate what happened to them. 
They do not have to deny the depth of their wounds or absolve those who injured them 
from the demands of justice. 

NO … we can remind them that true and Godly forgiveness is brutally honest. It 
recognizes the depth of the hurt and acknowledges the wrongness of it. But we can also 
help them see that forgiveness does not take matters into its own hands. 

What they can do, instead, is let GOD settle the score. They can allow the Judge to 
enforce His laws. And we can encourage self-harmers to remember that they can trust, 
even when they do not see GOD's Justice come to those who injured them, that He 
always acts justly. 

No doubt about it, forgiveness is difficult. This is often a bitter pill to swallow: We cannot 
control how the people who offend us will respond to our mercy. 

Blessedly, we can help self-injurers see that the surgery of forgiveness heals. We can help 
them live in the truth that no matter what happened to them in the past, their memories can 
be lost in the sea of GOD's Mercy. Through forgiveness, they can be set free. 

JOY in the journey :)
I realize this  is a lot to digest. And that's why it's  refreshing to remember that sanctification 
is  a process that spans a lifetime. Healing doesn't have to happen all at once. The self-
injurer you love will be transformed from the inside for the rest of his or her life. 

Our joy in the journey is this: The rewards of spiritual growth are worth it. Jesus came so 
that we and the self-harmers  we love "can have real and eternal life, more and better life 
than [we] ever dreamed of” (John 10:10).

By His wounds, and His wounds alone, we experience and can share with others the 
abundantly rich life He died to give. In Christ Jesus, all wisdom — medical, psychological, 
and scriptural — comes into fullness of life. 

He yearns for all of us to recognize the broken neediness of our bodies, minds, and spirits. 
He aches that we might know His strength and find it to be sufficient. This is where 
healing, for the self-injurer and for every human, begins. 
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In closing, after these curses have been dealt with and broken, it is very 
important to restore BLESSINGS ... we want to encourage fathers to take this 

calling seriously, and to begin BLESSING their families according to the 
Commandment of the LORD that the priests bless with the following 

blessing ...

The Priestly Blessing ...
Numbers 6:24-26

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee: 
25 The LORD make his face shine upon 
thee, and be gracious unto thee: 26 The 

LORD lift up his countenance upon thee, 
and give thee peace.”



The Priestly Blessing ...
Hebraic Translation1

"YHVH will kneel before you presenting 
gifts, and He will guard you with a hedge of 

protection, YHVH will illuminate the 
wholeness of His Being toward you, 

bringing order, and He will provide you with 
love, sustenance, and friendship, YHVH will 
lift up the wholeness of His Being and look 

upon you, and He will set in place all you 
need to be whole and complete."

*Transla(on*by*Jeff*A.*Benner,*for*more*informa(on,*please*see*h9p://
www.ancient?hebrew.org/12_blessing.html*

http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html
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The Priestly Blessing1
 

`^r<ñm÷.v.yIw> hwhy ^k.÷rñ<b'y> 

May the LORD
2
 bless you

3
 and keep you

4
 

`&'Nñ<xuywI ^yl,ñae wyn"P' hwhy raey" 

May the LORD make His face
5
 shine

6
 upon you and be gracious

7
 to you 

`~Alv' ^l. ~fey"w> ^ylñ,ae wyn"P' hwhy aF'yI 

May the LORD lift up
8
 his face to you and give you peace

9
 

                                                 
1 
 This blessing is (ritually) recited (by the kohanim) during synagogue services during Nesiat Kapayim ("the Raising of the 

Hands"), though it is also recited over children on Friday night before the start of the Shabbat meal or as a bedtime blessing.
 

2
  The name YHVH (hwhy) represents God's attributes of love and mercy (~ymix]r:h; tD"mi), in contradistiction to the name Elohim 

(~yhil{a/), which represents God's attribute of justice and power as our Creator.  
3
  hk'r"B. (b'rachah).  Jewish tradition considers this both material and spiritual prosperity. Pirkei Avot 3:15 says, "If there is no 

flour, there is no Torah," by which is meant that material benefits are intended to help you pursue study of Torah. The first 

occurrence of the word "blessing" in the Scriptures pertains to pru urvu (Wbr>W WrP.), "be fruitful and multiply" (Gen. 1:22). 
4
  rm;v' (shamar): To guard, protect, heed, as in the exercise of diligent care. Only God has the power to secure the conferred 

blessing and keep it from turning sour or from fading away.  
5
 The word for "face" (~ynIP') is plural with the 3rd person singular ending. It is considered metaphorical since God is 

incorporeal. The plural form is thought by some to indicate God's revealed and hidden attributes in creation. 
6
 The hiphil verb (raey") comes from the word "light" (rAa), and is thought to refer to God's wisdom. "May God enlighten you" 

with His wisdom, i.e., the Divine Light that preceded the work of creation (Gen. 1:3). 
7
 May God grant you grace or favor (!xe), i.e., to understand the "breadth and length and height and depth" of God's love (Eph. 

3:18). Grace refers to the bestowal of an undeserved gift. The blessing is bestowed even though unearned or unmerited. 
8
 Since one's face is an indication of the heart's attitude, Rashi says that this means God will suppress His anger by "looking at 

you" (if God is angry at you, He "turns His face away" and refuses to admit your presence). The "lifting of face" also 

pictures God lifting you up as a father might lift up his child in joy. The "showing of face" indicates spiritual intimacy. 
9
 All of the other blessings are useless without the establishment of inner peace, and therefore it is the seal of the blessing. 

Shalom (~Alv') is not simply the absence of strife, but a balance and harmony between the finite and infinite, the temporal 

and the eternal, the material and the spiritual realms.  Shalom is a gift from Sar Shalom (~Alv' rf;), the Prince of Peace. 

may he bless you the LORDand may he guard you

May he shinethe LORDhis faceon youand show you favor 

may he lift upthe LORD his faceon youand establishfor you peace 


